University this year?

One of our plans may help you through.

The Canadian Armed Forces Regular Officer Training Plan offers you a chance to get a university degree in Arts, Science, Engineering, Medicine, Dentistry or the Military. If you are going to University this year, we feel that it could be the beginning of a great future for you.

The Regular Officer Training Plan
For University Undergraduates
Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre
1092 Wharf St., Victoria, B.C.

Let's go with the Canadian Armed Forces

---

1. Dujosjo Comet will crash into Uvic sometime in the next two weeks.
2. Bruce Partridge is really Robert Bonner.
3. Uvic is planning a space programme of its own. Angie Esposito may be the first Canadian on the moon.
4. There is an administration assassination plot against Ken Rankin.
5. The entire faculty of education are RCMP infiltrators.
6. A certain mild mannered Martlet reporter is really superman.
7. The defence committee is really an administration front.

If you check the first letter of all the headings in Bruce's rumor sheet you find a message to the FLQ.

---

THE COMING SCENE
BY BOB COUTLER

---

GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

TENNIS CLUB - Members please note...BLACK SHARKS, W.S. 1978

FOOTBALL - The football team will play at 1 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 1st.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS - The annual meeting of the School of Business will be held on Thursday, Oct. 27th, at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Building.

SCHOOL OF ARTS - The School of Arts will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Art Department.

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE - The School of Science will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Science Department.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING - The School of Engineering will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Engineering Department.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE - The School of Medicine will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Medical Department.

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY - The School of Dentistry will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Dental Department.

SCHOOL OF LAWS - The School of Laws will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Law Department.

SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY - The School of Theology will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Theology Department.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION - The School of Education will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Education Department.

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK - The School of Social Work will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Social Work Department.

SCHOOL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE - The School of Political Science will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Political Science Department.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION - The School of Business Administration will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Business Administration Department.

SCHOOL OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION - The School of Educational Administration will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Educational Administration Department.

SCHOOL OF COUNSELLING - The School of Counselling will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Counselling Department.

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS - The School of Communications will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Communications Department.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES - The School of Arts and Sciences will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Arts and Sciences Department.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC - The School of Music will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Music Department.

SCHOOL OF THEATRE AND DANCE - The School of Theatre and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Theatre and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE - The School of Music and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Music and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF THEATRE AND DANCE - The School of Theatre and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Theatre and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES - The School of Arts and Sciences will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Arts and Sciences Department.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE - The School of Music and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Music and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF THEATRE AND DANCE - The School of Theatre and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Theatre and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES - The School of Arts and Sciences will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Arts and Sciences Department.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE - The School of Music and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Music and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF THEATRE AND DANCE - The School of Theatre and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Theatre and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES - The School of Arts and Sciences will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Arts and Sciences Department.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE - The School of Music and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Music and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF THEATRE AND DANCE - The School of Theatre and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Theatre and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES - The School of Arts and Sciences will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Arts and Sciences Department.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE - The School of Music and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Music and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF THEATRE AND DANCE - The School of Theatre and Dance will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Theatre and Dance Department.

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES - The School of Arts and Sciences will hold its annual meeting on Thursday, Oct. 19th, at 7 p.m. in the Arts and Sciences Department.
Poor gather to protest

by Dave Cimmino

About 2,000 demonstrators gathered on the Parliament Building's lawn, Thursday, to protest unemployment in Canada. The demonstrators, who assembled at the Crystal Gardens, marched the long way around the Empress Hotel and then around the Parliament Buildings in a style reminiscent of the battle of Jericho.

As the crowd marched down government street chanting "peace" and "we want jobs" the cardinals played O Canada. The demonstrators represented various low income and unemployed worker's groups as well as Vippes, Maoris, and members of the Vancouver Liberation Front.

About 400 of the people in fifteen buses left Vancouver Thursday morning arriving in Victoria shortly after noon. The demonstration was organized by the B.C. Federation of Labour and the Victoria Low Income Group. Organizers planned to put several specific government at the opening of the Victoria shortly after noon.

Victoria mayor Tom Campbell received the loudest boo of the day as he arrived in his chauffeur driven limousine. His wife blew kisses at the crowd.

At about 3:15 most of the demonstrators left the Parliament Building grounds, while the remaining 300 or so rushed into the building past surprised security guards.

Two people were injured in a scuffle at the doors to the public gallery of the Legislative Assembly.

Demonstrators shouted, sang, pounded on the walls and generally created a disturbance.

One demonstrator was pushed through a window and cut his hand badly, another was kicked in the groin by a security officer. A Canadian flag was torn down and thrown on the floor. The fracas ended when a large number of RCMP officers, both uniformed and plain clothed, cleared the building of demonstrators.

During the occupation of the corridors a demonstrator rang the fire alarm bringing several fire trucks and more Victoria Police.

Inside the Legislative Assembly demonstrators entered the public galleries just as Lieutenant-Governor Nicholson began the opening speech.

Half of Nicholson's speech was drowned out by the sound of the demonstrators in the gallery. During the disturbance most of the official guests soured.

Uvic President Bruce Partridge smiled.

After about 45 minutes the demonstrators were cleared from the halls by the RCMP officers present.

A few minutes earlier a paddie wagon full of RCMP reinforcements had arrived, as the police, about fifteen of them, emerged from the truck, a passer-by remarked that they looked like the "Cadbury Cows".

The police were generally well behaved although some demonstrators complained of the large number of plain clothed cops in the crowd.

Marchers mass outside Parliament as honour guard takes up position.

Long, hot summer ahead for students

By Susan Reisler,

Canadian University Press

Last summer there were 280,000 students involuntarily out of work. This summer the numbers will grow even larger. The federal government is being pressured from all sides to come up with some fast answers to this crisis.

A fleet of 25chartered buses which would carry our youth free across the country is one of the proposed solutions of an interdepartmental committee set up to study unemployment.

The committee has completed its report and federal government is studying it and the report will be released next month.

All of the programs suggested by the government interdepartmental study are designed to be for youth rather than just any unemployed person. A member of the committee said they do not plan to discriminate among those who use the program, including those who would have access to free transportation across the country, but some means will be taken to ensure that older, unemployed don't take advantage of the government sponsored programs.

Crack down on Transients

But even as the federal government is studying these make-shift solutions to unemployment, some provincial and municipal politicians have already indicated that they will be cracking down on the very people the federal government is trying to help out.

"The transient problem," says Mayor Tom Campbell, "is an ongoing problem. We are going to have to start looking at it differently."

Meanwhile Vancouver is attracting more and more of these very people. The city has become the mecca for migrating Canadian youth.

Youth on the road

Youth on the road — under 21, from backgrounds varying from upper middle class to below poverty line, living on unemployment insurance, are making use of the new travel market, says Michael Bennett, a writer for Canadian Press.

Young people, many of whom are recent school drop-outs, pack up and move to the west coast, hoping for something better. But the Good Life in B.C. shows many are unemployed and have transportation 'across the country, but some means will be taken to ensure that older, unemployed don't take advantage of the government sponsored programs.

Youth village

The committee also proposed the creation of a youth village, perhaps somewhere outside of Ottawa, modelled after European examples in Germany and Switzerland.

There will also be an extensive campaign to boost student summer employment and the government may set up information booths in major centres to inform transient of hostels, routes they should travel, and points of interest.

A project involving some 30,000 students planting trees and clearing salmon streams has already received verbal approval from many members of the House of Commons. The greatest number of students, 20,000, would come from B.C., Quebec and the Maritime provinces, where unemployment is the highest. The students would be paid $10 per day.

The militia program which involved some 5,000 male students last year, will be renewed this summer.
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Editorial:

You too can be a doctor

Isn’t it incongruous that a man with a phony degree should be put in a position to pass judgment on professors with real doctorates and real publications and real teaching ability.

Even Partridge’s phony Doctor of Jurisprudence degree is only an updating of a phony Bachelor of Laws degree. It goes like this: even if his LLB was legitimate, the doctorate means nothing, since many universities give out doctor of jurisprudence degrees instead of bachelor of laws degrees. A graduate degree in law would be an LLM, a Master of Laws degree, such as that held by Ronald Blackstone.

In other words, a person holding a legitimate Doctor of Jurisprudence degree would still have to get an LLM before a reputable law school would hire him as a teacher.

But Partridge not only has a phony doctorate, but also his first law degree is a hammer. How this got past the screening board when his application for a position was considered will be left to the historians.

Last year Rochdale College in Toronto offered PhD’s on the market at a reasonable price. They did this in order to bring the public’s attention to the plethora of highly educated people glutting the job market. Their other purpose was to raise money for their co-op.

Blackstone School of Law has no such altruistic motives in mind when it sells degrees to young administrators on the way up. It’s purely business to them, and they must have a sizable clientele motives in mind when it sells degrees to young administrators on the way up. It’s purely business to them, and they must have a sizable clientele.

So, for those of you who are at university to get a degree, why bother? Do it the easy way; the mail order way. It’s faster, cheaper, and a hell of a lot easier than struggling to make good grades at a real university. Also, it’ll get you just as far, if not farther.

Letters To The Editor

Blame system

Dear Sir:

Many people are distressed at the present situation in our university. For the second time in less than five years there has been a clash between administration and students over the question of re-appointment of lecturers. This time, it is noteworthy that more of the faculty seem to be on the side of the students. Two different administrations have been involved.

Surely this means that the system of appointment is at fault. Perhaps it would help to look at some other systems. At Cambridge University, where I was head of a large department, the procedure was quite different.

Each faculty (e.g. Modern Languages) and every other institution, such as the University Library, has its own Appointments Committee of roughly ten members. Each of these committees is legally established to include the Vice-Chancellor as chairman, with a casting vote in case of a tie, the administrative head of any section involved, and other members to be appointed from time to time by faculty boards or departmental committees and by the Council of the Senate.

These appointments committees have only one job—to place individuals in positions already created and financed by the university. The system has the great advantage that, at the moment of decision, it brings together round one table all aspects of the university—administration, teaching, and research. The decisions reached by an appointments committee are published immediately in the University Reporter.

Under a Cambridge type of system, the President would be in a position to put the Administration’s (community’s) point of view to the responsible heads of departments and other committee members—with particular reference to each individual seeking appointment or re-appointment. These individuals could be interviewed by the whole committee sitting together with each vote carrying full effect.

I suggest that a system such as this would make the job of President of a university in B.C. much more agreeable and effective. It would safeguard academic freedom and other fundamental university interests.

J. Lloyd Brereton

1327 Fairfield Road
Victoria, B.C.

Elections

Dear Sir:

I would like to put forth my opinion that the upcoming elections are not only useless misleading but a popularity ploy. First of all, the simple fact that elections exist suggest a faction of student power which, in the light of past years’ experience has been proven false if one looks for considerable change, will base my second assumption on an empirical observation. Popularity rarely goes hand in hand with originality. Those who really have effective changes to suggest will be unsuccessful come election time.

Factions among us are to be represented by the straight rep, with a mid-road policy, a radical left, and perhaps a stiff right. The basic psychology to prove my point is simple (that voters will be neatly divided into these factions among these factions). There are leaders and sheep. Sheep look to their leaders and sheep. Sheep look to their leaders and sheep look to the popular. Sheep look to the popular. Sheep look to the popular. Sheep look to the popular. Sheep look to the popular. Sheep look to the popular.

First of all, the simple fact that elections exist suggest a faction of student power which, in the light of past years’ experience has been proven false if one looks for considerable change.

I suggest that a system such as this would make the job of President of a university in B.C. much more agreeable and effective. I would safeguard academic freedom and other fundamental university interests.

J. Lloyd Breerton

1327 Fairfield Road
Victoria, B.C.
Cannot accept work that affects sanity

Dear Mr. Gagliardi,

I am writing to request help to receive social assistance from the B.C. government.

A copy of an editorial article and letter is enclosed as a record that I have been denied subsistence by Mr. Gagliardi and his department because I am "emotionally unstable and, therefore, not eligible."

Until last October I had been on Welfare because I had been a patient of Dr. Aranas, Director of the Victoria Mental Health Clinic. He supported me in getting social assistance and I was seeing him because I was not able to cope with the kind of work he had requested for me to do. Several months after I had discontinued therapy, Mr. Gagliardi asked to see me at his office in Victoria; this was in September, 1970. He informed me that I would receive only a small amount more than that and I would immediately get a paying job.

In October I still had no job and received no assistance. My social worker made another appointment with Mr. Gagliardi for me (for which I had to wait three weeks) so that I could ask him for assistance. I finally saw the Deputy Minister, Mr. Richardson, and his assistant, Mr. Sadler on October 26, 1970. They denied me assistance and sent me to the "Provincial Alliance of Businessmen." There Ron Price offered me a road work job which I refused, fearing a recurrence of the mental breakdown I had experienced during my last job. (Mr. Price admitted that someone else would be better in the job that he had offered me.)

Mr. Gagliardi motioned "ignoring employment field" has been used as a basis to deny me social assistance.

I appealed the decision that cut me off Welfare on the basis of need. Also, my psychiatrist Dr. Greer supported my appeal in a letter he sent to the head of the Board of Review, Mr. Molberg, and the Social Services District Office, Mr. Mack. He said that they ought to prevent "any more psychological handicap" in me, that I am under great stress, that my health (mental and physical) is further complicated by my being denied support and that it is wrong to deny me social assistance.

This letter stated that I should be entitled to Welfare until such time as I find employment that is "suitable" to me.

The Board of Review decided that assistance should be granted to me provided that I would see a psychiatrist. Mr. Gagliardi went against their decision; I feel this is morally wrong; it is also logically wrong in terms of denying my human need for subsistence. This clearly indicates prejudice on the part of Mr. Gagliardi.

I am registered for work at Canada Manpower and at the "Provincial Alliance of Businessmen" and have said at these places that I am open to considering any job offer but that I cannot take work that would threaten my sanity. I have preference and feel it is essential to work only in the fields in which I am qualified.

I can do nothing else on a provincial level to get social assistance and am in great poverty. This is a Federal issue now; it is not the provincial Government breaking Federal Law.

Reffering to being eligible for welfare. "... the only eligibility requirement under the Canada Assistance Plan legislation is that the recipient be in need of the cause of need, without reference to employment status."

I was told by Mr. Molberg of the Board of Review, "We don't go by the Canada Assistance Act, we go by our own Act," yet the Canada Assistance Plan also states that B.C. Welfare policy must be administered "... under conditions consistent with the provisions of this Act."

Ignoring the Universal declaration of Human Rights, the Federal law, the advice of a psychiatrist, and my needs as a human being, Mr. Gagliardi has left me destitute. My job is not solely of interest to welfare officials. I am reported not to be accepting work which is "suitable" to me. I cannot accept work that would threaten my sanity.

Prejudice and feel it is essential to work only in the fields in which I am qualified.

I believe that the quality of the education we get at university is the most important thing. All the people in that gym think so too, and our President Mr. Bruce Partridge even admitted personally that the quality of education is the most important factor at a university. (I'm sorry I can't directly quote him.)

So if everyone agrees on what should happen, then the question is: "how do we make it happen?"

It's very great that the tenure document is now under revision, but that don't good any us right now. Right now decisions shall have to be made despite the accustomed legal procedures. There can be any day that hold us back (by us, I'm referring to everyone concerned, not only students, but also the president, Board of Governors and Faculty) from changing the sphere even though the rules have not been changed yet. Unless some person is going to literally kill us for acting against a piece of paper (ie. tenure document) then there is no reason to be afraid to accept and acknowledge new criteria for teaching reform. It may be irregular, embarrassing but I don't believe it is impossible to re-assess the teachers presently concerned. And what's more important than the possibility of new ways, is the desire and necessity, of change in this direction. Not judging the teachers worthineess with regards to job renewals. Now comes the question of how or through whom can we evaluate the staff members. I believe that the head of the department for each subject should be given this job. And I believe majority of people in gym think so too. From what I have seen today, the department heads are the only people who have sufficient knowledge of the teaching of their subjects and the teacher: student relationships, to be able to justify the worthiness of the teachers in their own area.

If you the Board of Governors agree with President, why bother. do not believe that the heads of the Provincial Department knows what is necessary for their subject then I'm afraid we'll have to wait this university until somebody knows what they're doing.

This letter as a sincere and immediate appeal to all the Members of the Board of Governors to ignore tenure applications and find out what each of the thirteen teachers in question is really worth as a educator by meeting with the Department Head for each individual.

I do not know if you may find many holes in my statements yet some cheese has holes in it but does this make it any less worth eating?

Yours truly & hopefully to listen to Judy Milligan

Dear Sir,

There have been, circulating about this campus, a good number of "facts" and "rumors". The class of English 203, Section 3, wish to state the fact that we have found Dr. William Goddard to be an excellent teacher, both in the inspiration and scholarship that have characterized his class. It is inconceivable to us that a teacher of his caliber should be denied tenure. We sincerely request that the processes which generated this decision be carefully reviewed.

Yours sincerely,

Robert Dutton
Byron Giraud
Harry Halaby
Janice Pidd
Daniel Rowe
Kathleen Lewis
Lauren Lamp
T. J. Cummings
Darryl Glavas
Margaret Miller
Elizabeth Clark
Richard Katalowski
Phil Lyman
Bart Dunn
Dan Hamill
The following is an analysis of some points on President Partridge’s “Facts” sheet, which was mailed as confidential material to all faculty and subsequently delivered by hand to 2,500 students at last Tuesday’s meeting.

### Rumours and Facts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RUMOUR</th>
<th>PARTRIDGE’S FACTS</th>
<th>ANALYSIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) 12 names have been publicized: 5 received notice last year; now here on “terminal year” appointment. 2 received notice this year, offered “terminal year” 1971-72. 2 had appointments as “Visiting Lecturers” — never any expectation of reappointment. There have not had final decisions made about them.</td>
<td>b) None fired — all contract commitments honoured — and more. b) All appointed for stated term, definite expiration date, understood in advance. c) Appointment for two-year term, not automatic lifetime commitment.</td>
<td>The rumour is not a rumour. It is an editorial statement of the Martlet. Fact (a) is essentially correct, although Partridge’s statement relating to Visiting Lecturers seems to imply that qualified people who are here on a visiting lecturership are not eligible for appointment to regular positions. Concerning facts (b) and (c), can a man’s job be considered only as a percentage point in a set of statistics?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) 5 last year would be ⅔ of total faculty. c) This year would be ¾ of total faculty.</td>
<td>Faculty members have been fired</td>
<td>Nobody has made the claim that all cases are alike in every respect, although nine of the 12 are alike in that they received departmental support and were refused by the administration. All are alike in that they received the support of students at the first mass meeting. Partridge’s statement that some members didn’t qualify for promotion is misleading. The tenure document clearly states that promotion “shall depend on general qualifications, experience, and performance, and shall not relate in every instance to the completion of any specific degree.” Since the departments concerned recommended promotion, what then, are the grounds for denial?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) of 5 named, who received notice last year: 1 didn’t qualify for promotion, was reviewed by elected Review Committee, contract expired June, 1970, now on terminal year to June, 1971. 1 didn’t qualify for promotion, contract had expired June, 1969, but continued two years by special arrangement. 2 didn’t qualify for tenure, both reviewed by elected Review Committee; contracts expired June, 1970; now on terminal year to June, 1971. 1 didn’t qualify for promotion, contract expired June, 1970; department enrolment low; on terminal year to June, 1971. 1 didn’t qualify for promotion, contract expires June, 1971; offered contract to June, 1972; in department where Senior Lecturer might be created; if so, can apply for it. 1 contract expires June, 1971, department enrolment low; offered terminal year to June, 1972.</td>
<td>a) University of Victoria Tenure Document sets procedures for evaluation — faculty committees age 3 of 5 (or 3 of 4) steps. b) Faculty committees elected by faculty, not appointed.</td>
<td>From the tenure document: “regular full-time term appointments shall carry the expectation of renewal provided that the appointee’s teaching effectiveness, scholarship, research, and professional activity continue to meet the evaluation criteria within the rank for which reappointment is sought.” All of the twelve meet the criteria for the rank sought.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All cases are alike</td>
<td>a) Some students say: “Mr. X good, Mr. Y terrible”; others the opposite. b) Some of those speaking “for the students” say a teacher is superb, yet haven’t been in his classes. c) Resolutions from mass meeting Tuesday, January 11, minored in advance, headed out, “adopted” by acclaim — reported “unanimous.”</td>
<td>The rumour is a fact. Although in some of the cases, proper procedure was used, it only serves to prove that the procedures allow the administration to make arbitrary decisions not based upon a teacher’s qualifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The administration” is eliminating faculty members</td>
<td>a) Only four items discussed; seminars on: 1. Teaching effectiveness. 2. Role of graduate studies at Uvic. 3. Tenure Document. 4. Interdisciplinary courses.</td>
<td>This rumour is also a fact, although the source cannot be revealed for obvious reasons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parksville Workshop of Deans etc. Nov. 1970, was to “plot purge”</td>
<td>a) Tenure Document: “... ability to teach is of great importance.” b) Evaluation includes assessment of teaching, by department by Faculty Advisory Committee, by Dean, by President. c) Student reactions considered, but not relied on exclusively.</td>
<td>Concerning Partridge fact (b): he has never been in the classroom of any of the 12, so how can he claim a sound basis for judgement? Concerning fact (c): all motions were voted upon, and no hands were seen raised in dissent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The students want ……”</td>
<td>a) Tenure Document establishes criteria for various ranks; includes teaching and other qualifications as well. b) One difference: University vs. college — is university faculty expected to advance knowledge in academic field, and keep up with new discoveries and ideas — the latest knowledge in teaching. c) University teacher assigned fewer class hours than college teacher — difference for scholarship and study. d) University teacher paid 12 months — teaches September to April, expected to study and research most of May to August, excluding holiday.</td>
<td>Certainly the tenure document states that teaching is important. Unfortunately, the tenure document does not make decisions. Concerning fact (b): how can the Dean or President judge teaching when they have never seen these people teach. Concerning (c): Partridge’s statement is false, students were not considered at all, let alone considered and ignored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching is ignored in evaluations</td>
<td>a) Tenure Document establishes criteria for various ranks; includes teaching and other qualifications as well. b) One difference: University vs. college — is university faculty expected to advance knowledge in academic field, and keep up with new discoveries and ideas — the latest knowledge in teaching. c) University teacher assigned fewer class hours than college teacher — difference for scholarship and study. d) University teacher paid 12 months — teaches September to April, expected to study and research most of May to August, excluding holiday.</td>
<td>This is not a rumour. It is a statement of principle passed by 750 students at a mass meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching should be only criterion for appointment, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oil pollution wiping out oceans

ROME (CUP) - Up to 10 million tons of oil are spilled every year into the world's oceans and there is no effective way to either clean up the oil or reduce the effect it has in poisoning all forms of ocean life.

In a paper delivered to an international conference on oil pollution here, Max Blumer of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, Woods Hole, Mass., USA, estimates that oil pollution of the ocean involves anywhere from one to 10 million metric tons of crude oil and oil products a year. In the United States oil accounts for three-quarters of the 30,000 pollution incidents reported each year in the country's water supply.

Blumer says that counter measures are effective only if all of the oil is recovered immediately after the spill but the technology to do this does not exist and all proposals to clean away the oil, such as dispersing it or sucking it to the bottom are insufficient since the oil continues to poison the marine life in one form or another. The use of dispersants and dispersants harm various degrees the environment even when they are supposed to be non-toxic.

"All crude oils are poisons for all marine organisms," Blumer says. "Long term toxicity (poisoning) may harm marine life that is not immediately killed by spills, and oil can be incorporated into the meat of marine animals making it unfit for human consumption. Crude oil and oil products may cause cancer in marine organisms. Even at very low concentrations oil may interfere with processes which are vital for the propagation of marine species. Most toxic oil compounds are water soluble, making recovery of oil slicks futile except for aesthetic improvement, Blumer says. Treatment with detergents, even the non-toxic ones, is dangerous because it exposes marine life to higher concentrations of soluble and toxic hydrocarbons and because it disperses oil into droplets that can be ingested and retained by many organisms. Natural bacterial action eventually decomposes spilled oil, but the most toxic oils disappear much more slowly than the less harmful ones and the possibility exists that the products of bacterial oil degradation may be more toxic than the oil itself. Blumer denied that marine animals will naturally avoid spills. Lobsters, for one, are attracted to crude oil, which leads to severe contamination or death. Speaking of the damage done to Lake Erie by American and American-controlled corporations in the US and Canada, Blumer said that the same could happen to the ocean except that it would take longer.

"A polluted small lake can be reclaimed within a few years. Lake Erie may or may not be restored within 50 years, but a polluted ocean will remain irreversibly damaged for many generations," he said.
In a recent address to the Canadian Education Association, Douglas Cardinal, a spokesman for the Indian Association of Alberta, charged white educators with racism. “Your teachers, your curriculum, your very textbooks are racist and a vehicle to program our children into believing that we are inferior beings incapable of looking after our own affairs. You who reflect the prevalent attitudes of the dominant society, you guardians of knowledge, principles, spirituality, environment, are not fit guardians of our children. Your programs are irrelevant to our people. “We, the Indians of Alberta, will be the guardians of our own children, which is guaranteed in our treaties,” he said, for “Our elders are our testaments and books since we are of a non-literary culture.”

Later, Cardinal delivered the following speech on behalf of the 42 bands and chiefs of Alberta.

People of the land

“We the people of this land, from the scattered areas of this Province will send our chiefs to virgin land, where we will gather together and sit in deep meditation. We will weep for the lost herds of buffalo. We will weep for the destruction of the animals, the birds and the fish. We will weep for the destruction of the earth, the land which was ours. We will weep for the poisoning of the air which we breathe. We will weep for the poisoning of the water which we drink. We will weep for the destruction of our spirit and our pride and we will contemplate those people who have controlled our destiny and the destiny of our lifegivers for the past few hundred years. We will weep for the destruction of life and the lifegiver, our environment is destroyed and we are destroyed.

Feel the oneness

“We will give thanks that we have survived, and we will look into each others eyes and feel the oneness of our people and the oneness of our spirit and we will reflect our heritage. We will stand on the land and feel the roots which reach out from our feet and we will feel the winds across our brow. We will recall our rooted past and we will turn to our forefathers and we will look toward to ourselves. Again, we will feel the true meaning of the land. Again, we will feel the true meaning of the animals, the fish, the birds. Again, we will feel the true meaning of the air, which we breathe, and we will feel reborn.

A stronger spirit in unity

“We will join together in ceremony around the offering pole and look up to the Great Spirit and relive the ceremonies that grew from our association and love of our land. With the help of our medicine men, we will raise our spirits, for we are burdened with a heavy task. When we feel the oneness of our total environment of our brethren and ourselves, we will gather together in council. We, the bands in Alberta, will gather in council around a ceremonial fire. Where there were many bands, there will be eight tongues, but the eight tongues will learn to speak as one tongue, one voice — and here, we ourselves, will determine the destiny of our own people. We will call together from each band, men to be trained as warriors in the Indian way. We will teach them how we have survived for thousands of years on this land. We will teach them the true meaning of being a warrior in spirit. We will give him the pride and self-esteem which we hold here in this sacred place, and we will teach him how to use the old weapons of survival.

Instruction of our warriors

“But, we have an even greater task in the instruction of our warriors. We will have to teach him to survive in the world of today. We will equip him well with all of the tools for surviving in the world of today. They will not be dull weapons, they will be sharp and useful. We will improve and hone these weapons, for our survival and our stature as a people.

“The buffalo and the moose have given us food, clothing and shelter in the past. The buffalo is gone, the moose is going. We look to the dominant society for our food, clothing and shelter. When we hunted the moose, we knew the moose. We thought like the moose, indeed, we were the moose. The hunter and the hunted were one. But though we were one, as all life is one, we were still apart—we were men and we respected the moose as a lifegiver of food, clothing and shelter.
"They made us many promises, more than I can remember, but they never kept but one; they promised to take our land, and they took it." - Black Elk

"Now because of the immigrant culture, our way of life has changed. We look to the dominant society for our  food, clothing and shelter. We must know the ways and the habits of the dominant society, in the same manner which we learned the moose. We must think like them, we must be them, in order to survive. We must become one, but like the moose and the man we have our own identity as men, and as men we are proud of who we are. The same respect we hold for the moose we will hold for the dominant society for they are our new lifegivers, we cannot deny their existence. They are there.

Love of the land

"But, not only will our warriors be dedicated to the survival of our people, but, they will also be dedicated to teaching the immigrant culture the love the Indian feels for this land. We will teach the immigrant culture to love the land, the earth, which we love. We will teach the immigrant culture to love the air which we all breathe and the winds we feel across our brow. We will teach him to love the clear waters and the mountain streams. We will teach him to love this land as we love this land. Our very survival depends upon this task.

The future

"When we let others destroy our own environment, our own lifegiver — we destroy ourselves. For our own survival, we must teach the immigrant culture to love as we love, for we have been here thousands of years and theirs is but a short time. We have survived great suffering and loss but we are a great people, the true people of this land, and the great suffering and hardships which we have experienced in the past few hundred years and the fact that we have survived will give us great strength, endurance and tolerance, so that we will be an even greater people. The future achievements of our people will be even greater than the past."
Vikettes take two

Vikettes barely recovered in time, Friday night at the Uvic gym, to salvage a three point win, 50-47, over U of L Chinooks in women's WCIAA basketball.

Skosy reboading and a high percentage of turnovers contributed to the Vikettes being down 27-21 at the half, and 36-28 with ten minutes left in the game.

Coach Howie Tody had the women go into a full court press and before fouling out of the game Lyn Haggled managed to grab a good share of Chinook rebound to get the Vikettes on the right track.

For the first part of the game the Vikettes defensive lapses were only equalled by their inability to generate services of Yvonne Letallier and Elaine Grenot the final score could have been reversed.

While Vikettes barely managed to win on Friday night, Saturday was a different story, with the Vikettes on top of a 60-40 win.

Vikettes favorite number must have been 13, Saturday, as three of the team, Yvonne Letallier, Lynn Haggled, and Daidre Opgen all hit that number.

High scorer for the Vikettes was Elaine Gunon with 14 points, as all but one of the team got on the scoreboard.

The Vikettes were sharp in all departments and led with Lethbridge and Calgary in the conference, and have two games in hand over UBC and U of M who are currently tied for second.

Vikette set back

Coach Bob Bel's Vikettes received a set back in their playoff drive as they lost two games last weekend.

Friday night the Vikings dropped a separator to the U of W Wesmen as they came out on the short end of a 72-63, final score.

Skip Cran was high scorer for the Vikings with 17 points, followed by Make Taffe with 14 and Corky Jossul with 13.

After Friday's heartbreaker the Vikings were suffering from injuries to several starting players just didn't have what it takes.

Down 35-18 at the half Vikings were eventually crunched 81-50, and are now tied for fifth place with Lethbridge and Calgary in the WCIAA standings.

The Vikings have three games this weekend and if the injury situation improves could put themselves right back into a playoff berth.

Jayvees split with North Shore

BASKETBALL (JAYVEE)

The Jayvees men's junior basketball squad split a pair of close ones on the weekend, losing to the Vancouver North Shore club by ten points Saturday, and winning by five Sunday.

On Saturday playing in the Uvic gym they suffered lapses in both the third and fourth quarters, to lose 61-51.

John Levering set the pace in the first encounter with 12 points, followed by Don Abercrombie with 11.

Sunday the Jayvees had to play catch up ball after being down 38-35 at the half.

The Jayvees used good rebounding and accurate shooting to go ahead and take the game 74-69, with Don Abercrombie the high scorer with an 18 point total.

RESIDENCE ACCOMMODATION

A LIMITED AMOUNT OF RESIDENCE ACCOMMODATION FOR MEN AND WOMEN STUDENTS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE END OF JANUARY. FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, INTERESTED STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO COME TO HOUSING OFFICE, "F" BUILDING.

Why look like this—or worse...like this ↓

in your GRADUATION PICTURE?

You can have a professional portrait for less than you think!

★ Reasonable prices ★ Any size, any number

★ Direct color or black & white ★ Mortar boards and hoods supplied

CAMPBELL STUDIO

920 Gordon Street (opposite Estan's Parkade entrance)

For appointment phone 383-5934

Viking forwards swoop down on Bison net with Manitoba defence in pursuit.
**SPORTS**

**Editorial by Jack Godfrey**

The varsity rugby team ran wild at Royal Roads Military College, Sunday, and smashed Cowichan 42-0.

The win, worth four points in league standings, enabled the Vikings to maintain their 6 point lead on the rest of the division. Ted Hardy led the UVic rout, accounting for 21 points (three penalties, six converts), while Mark Hoffman and Dave Slater counted 12 points on two tries each, and Ken Wilkie, Jim Wenman and Dave Hutchings got 9 points with a try apiece.

Oak Bay Wanderers tightened their hold on second spot, Saturday, by tripping the Norsemen 11-5 on the mud-bound UVic pitch. Wanderers dominated the loose scrums, keeping the Norsemen squad from mounting any sustained attack.

Both the Vikings and Norsemen will do their bit to battle Amerikan imperialism this weekend, when U. of Oregon Ducks invade the campus. Games will be played on Saturday at 1 and 2:30.

JEAN - LUC GODARD
AND THE FRENCH NEW WAVE CINEMA

STARTS TONIGHT
JANUARY 28
JEAN-LUC GODARD'S
MASCULINE-FEMININE
ELLIOT 167 7:00 & 9:00
TICKETS 75'
JANUARY 29
GROVE PRESS PRESENTS
JEAN-LUC GODARD'S
WEEKEND
STARRING MIREILLE DARC AND JEAN YANNE
ELLIOT 167 8 7:00 8:00 9:00
TICKETS 75'
JANUARY 30
JEAN-LUC GODARD'S
A MARRIED WOMAN
AND
ALLAIN RESNAI'S
NIGHT AND FOG
MAC. 144 2.00 TICKETS 75'

**SPORTS MENU**

**Fri. Jan. 29**
Basketball: Vikings v U of Sask. (UVic); Vikettes v U of M (UVic); Jayvees v Seattle Pacific.

**Sat. Jan. 30**
Basketball: Vikings v Brandon U (UVic); Vikettes v U of M (UVic); Jayvees v SFU.

**Sun. Jan. 31**
Basketball: Vikings v U of Sask (UVic); Vikettes v U of A (UVic).

**GODARD**

The Rolling Stones

"Sympathy for the Devil (I+1)"

"A song of revolution unlike any that's ever been sung... sheer genius."

-Morgenstern, NEWSWEEK

"A movie experience of major importance."

-Carly, N.Y. TIMES

In Cooperation with The League
A C Cpuld Production from New Line Cinema

JANUARY 30-31
MAC. 144 7:00 9:00 TICKETS 1.00

**JANUARY 30**
FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT'S
SHOOT THE PIANO PLAYER
MAC. 144 11:30 A.M. TICKETS 75'

**JANUARY 31**
CLAUDE CHABROL'S
THE CHAMPAGNE MURDERS
MAC. 144 2:00 TICKETS 75'

THE FIRST 100 PEOPLE TO GO TO THE S.U.B.
GENERAL OFFICE RECEIVE FREE TICKETS

SPECIAL SERIES TICKET PRICE
ANY 3 PROGRAMS FOR $2.00
Untenured faculty will await the outcome

What is being tested... is the viability of the Tenure Document

by William Goede

Goede was recommended for tenure by his department and the Faculty Advisory Committee. The administration said no.

The conferring of tenure is the most important step in the professor's relations to the university and the university to the member faculty. It should be decided upon only through careful discussion, and the special authority of tenure within a discipline's judgment and competence should be recognized. The decision should be the responsibility of committees that should be established by elective procedures. (Section 8.2. my bold)

As to teaching effectiveness, the Tenure Document states that "evaluation of teaching ability shall be based upon as many kinds of evidence as possible. It is my hope that students will play a major part in the evaluation of teaching ability. To this point the university has avoided bringing upon faculty assess by the administration. The concept of 'sides' is not only, I think, an oversimplification of the issues, it also sets up in this matter to be in evidence.

The Chancellor presumes there are 'sides' and then suggests that we respect, not the Tenure Document, but rather the decision already imposed upon faculty assess by the administration. The concept of 'sides' is not only, I think, an oversimplification of the issues, it also sets up the condition of sides. Perhaps a metaphor would do. You come into a small town late at night and a man darts out of the bushes and says, "Which side are you on?" You are not on any side until sides are declared.

What is being tested at this time is the viability of the Tenure Document. Many untenured young faculty are watching the outcome of the current dispute very carefully. Some are not. They see the document being deployed in such a way as to screen out those candidates not acceptable to the administration and as a way to defuse those who advocate change within the existing structure. To them 'sides' is also an issue.

The Chancellor also laid the line at the ultimate concerns of the business interests in the Board of Trustees, that "the university is already obligated to maintain the position at $300,000 or $400,000 of future salary." Obviously, public money must not be squandered on sterile talent or sinecures. But once more, the idea is calculated to frighten us. As I said before, the university being by a university is already obligated to maintain the position at $300,000 or $400,000 whether the tenure candidate occupies it or not. It would seem to be more economically sound to place in that position someone who enjoys the confidence of his students and who has made the decision to stay at the university, than for an unknown and untried talent who may cost more money and leave in a year or two.

Tenure is, I believe, the extension of democracy into the mechanics of academic appointments. It protects the teacher from political abuse, professional jealousy, and arbitrary bureaucratic injustice. It works for the protection of academic freedom, not only for the individual teacher who is ready to do the work and give the confidence to allow them their academic freedom (which is also real). It releases and harnesses the energies of the university and disperses alienation and frustration--which is rampant on the campus at the University of Victoria--through mere general concourse, not a graveyard, of ideas. And, finally, it flowers in the community that surrounds the university because the teacher becomes the teacher toward that community which is dedicated to the propositions of the democratic ideal.
**Power to the People**

**TORONTO (CUPE) - Revolution is the radical change of a political and economic system by the will of people and by the will of the majority," said Jacques Larue-Langlois at the Ontario college of education here Sunday, (Jan. 17).

Larue-Langlois, a War Measures Act prisoner charged with seditious conspiracy and membership in the Front de Liberation du Quebec, is currently out of jail on $5,000 bail.

At the meeting sponsored by the Emergency Committee for the Defence of Political Rights in Quebec, theMontreal CBC radio producer said "the War Measures Act and the political repression that followed are nothing but the reactions of the French-speaking and English-speaking establishment against all that can threaten scandalous profit."

The lessons history might have taught

Dear Mr. Socrates:

After committee review of your past performance, it has been noticed that you have failed to publish any papers, and furthermore, you have not proceeded towards the expected post-graduate degrees. Needless to say, research and publication are essential for effective faculty at this institution.

In addition, The Dean has informed me that you are continuing asking questions of your first-year class. He and I feel that this is unacceptable. A competent lecturer should have a firm grasp on his subject, and should not rely on his student's knowledge.

The Dean is also aware of your rather informal class schedules, unkept appearance and unsuitable attire. These traits do not exemplify the efficiency of this institution. In conclusion, since there is no available position at the level of Senior Lecturer in the Philosophy Department, your contract has not been renewed.

Yours respectfully,

The Polis

Some of the prisoners captured after the Oct. 16 passage of the WMA have still not been released on bail. Among them are four, co-accused with Larue-Langlois — labour leader Michel Chartrand, lawyer Robert Lemieux, author Charles Cagnon and teacher Pierre Vallieres.

"Those who are still in prison are not more guilty than those who are still outside," Larue-Langlois said.

"All power to the people," he shouted at the end of his talk.

"We shall overcome."

He received a two-minute ovation.

---

**Defense?**

Uvic's student Defense Committee met Thursday night in the SUB and decided not to do anything "too radical."

The meeting, which had about a dozen students and a few faculty members in attendance, started late because nobody wanted to be chairman.

Once the meeting had commenced, however, the students discussed a large number of topics including propaganda, referendums to students and faculty, and changes to the tenure document.

"We shouldn't come up with anything too radical," suggested one of the founders of the committee, "because it would be turned down."

---

**Vending machine rip-off**

By Brock Ketcham

It finally happened.

For years, students have been ripped off by on-campus mechanized bandits largely supplied by Lewis Vending Company.

Cigarette machines, reluctant to give the nicotine-starved student some smokes, often swallow the quarter deposited in them or spit out the offering in the coin return slot.

Soggy hamburgers or plastic sandwiches are samples of the culinary delights offered by food machines for the hungry student with a cast-iron stomach.

The student wanting to wash the crap down can turn to the soft drink machines offered by the friendly neighbourhood vendor. He will often be served a drink either unpalatably sweet or heavily diluted with ice and water. And Lewis Vending has the nerve to charge 15 cents for these drinks.

The Reno and Las Vegas gambling establishments are second-rate compared to the mechanized bandits Uvic has to offer. These machines often fail to fulfill their part of the bargain after receiving coins from the student. Rarely does the hapless student hit a jackpot.

Poetic justice finally occurred Friday in the form of a jackpot of eleven candy bars for a young coed with a sweet tooth.

This reporter was having a french-fry-and-water lunch in the Commons Block (the pay on the Martlet isn't exactly up to newspaper guild standards) when he gleefully observed a girl, whom he chose not to identify, rip off a beserk candy machine.

"For years, students have been ripped off on campus," said Pierre Vallieres, a War Measures Act prisoner charged with seditious conspiracy and "Those who are still in prison are not more guilty than those who are still outside," Larue-Langlois said.

"All power to the people," he shouted at the end of his talk.

"We shall overcome."

He received a two-minute ovation.

---

**Hi-Style Ties Belts Shirts Tons of Pants all shapes and sizes**

---

**Classical Guitar Music**

**JUST ARRIVED**

**NEW STOCK**

Classical Guitar Music

Grades 1 - 10

**CLASSICAL GUITARS**

**YARAI GUITARS**

Hand Made **$119.95**

**GET YOUR NEW**

YAMAHA 180's

Before Price Hike **$99.00**

Now **$38.92**

---

**London Britches**

---

**Talisman MUSIC CENTRE**

---

**UBC MUSICAL THEATRE SOCIETY presents**

**LIVE ON STAGE**

**WEST SIDE STORY**

JANUARY 28, 29, 30th 8 PM

MATINEE JAN. 30th 2 PM

**McPHERSON PLAYHOUSE**

386-6121
“Ecological Relations” course offered

A unique ecology course entitled “Environmental Issues” will be offered next year to third and fourth year students from any department.

Dr. Marcus Bell, Assistant Professor of Biology, will instruct the pioneer programme tentatively labelled Biology 316.

The probable 1971-72 Calendar adds, “But not required.”

The aims of the course are twofold. It is intended to broaden awareness of the multifaceted nature of problems encountered in the human use of the environment, and to relate these to ecological concepts. In addition, it is to develop teaching methods which maximize the capacities for critical self-learning of both biology and ecology students on subjects which are ecologically relevant to today’s world.

According to Dr. Bell, the course will be somewhat similar to the present Biology 413 but with an increased emphasis on inter-disciplinary class participation. “An ecologist cannot solve the problems alone,” he said. “The use of the environment is a human problem, encompassing the natural, social, behavioral sciences, professions, arts, and humanities.”

He stressed the importance of dialogue, which would “open a lot of communication lines and break down inhibition barriers” in the new course.

Free essays available for party members only

The student Liberals have declared the writing of essays almost always a complete waste of time and are busy establishing an essay bank to help Liberal university students with their academic chores.

Purloined essays are presently available on most campuses through fraternities or residence organizations — but usually at a price.

According to Liberal student president John Varley, “with the essay bank, we will be bringing into the open a procedure which has always existed behind the backs of professors and teaching assistants. It will allow the students more time for engaging in what is far more educative — direct political involvement.”

The bank will include essays written by well-known academics as well as students, and will be available free to all party members.

Latin temper flares in unemotional I.D. outburst

A passionate discussion ensued at a Jan. 29 student council meeting when council vice-president Gus Agostinis stated he was no longer going to show his student identification at the entrance to the pub in the Student Union Building.

The outcome of the debate was a unanimous vote that treasurer Gary Zak expresses in S.U.B. manager Bryan Clark the wishes of the council that pub employees use more discretion in checking identification.

Agostinis said he had shown his identification at the pub entrance five times. He made it clear he was becoming irritated with the routine.

“The only thing the law says is that you have to be 19 years of age to go drinking,” Agostinis said.

“What’s been happening at this pub is that whether you look like you are 15 or 50 years old, you have to show I.D.

“I saw them make a man about 50 years old show them his I.D. In reply, he showed them pictures of his children.

“If they know you are over 19, there is no need for those individuals at the door to hassle you,” he said.

Clubs director Tom Newell then interrupted, saying, “It’s up to the discretion of the person sitting there.”

The discussion then degenerated into a squabble which indicated an annoyance among various council members that persons sitting at the pub entrance do not know them and their age personally.

Zak, at one point, said, “Gus, will you admit you’re getting emotional about this?”

“I’m not getting emotional!” said Agostinis.

“I’m not showing my I.D. any more. I don’t care if there’s war,” he declared.

In other business, a motion was carried that council give the Association of British Columbia Drama Educators Curriculum Conference a $250 grant plus a $250 loan which “is repayable to the extent that their revenue exceeds their expenditures by $250.”

Support Your School Kids

ADVERTISE IN THE MARTLET
(or just send money)

CHARTER FLIGHTS
UK AND EUROPE
- free information
contact Peter Wheaton
CHARTER FLIGHT CONSULTANTS
323 Yarrow Building
645 Fort, Victoria
Phone 388-4113

RUNNING NOSES STOP AT DRUG STORES.

CONTAC-C
12 HOUR RELIEF

One cold capsule gives 12 hours of relief.
Waning council waxes reflective

BY LEE MILLS

Robert McDougall, President of the A.M.S., indicated that he felt the priority of the next A.M.S. President should be, "to fill the gaps of the executive council". McDougall commented that next year's council should have more emphasis with course and professor evaluation, and a University Government should be set up to put "students in their right places, not as emphasis on more, students."

More SUB planning should be undertaken with a SUB director.

McDougall feels that one of the most important issues next year will be with the "Project University Committee working to bring in the community." During this term McDougall has set up the Project University Committee, a new constitution, obtained a new General Manager, and submitted the SUB referendum to the Board of Governors.

McDougall feels that the priority of the incoming council should deal with, "Setting up an Academic Guidebook done on a more professional basis."

Agostinis

Vice President, Gus Agostinis, outgoing vice-president, feels that the priorities of the incoming vice-president be, "Left up to the individual, it depends on what the individual's priorities are possible to try and get some meaningful changes on what's happening in education, on the whole role of the University, and what's happening in the community."

Zak

Gary Zak, outgoing Treasurer maintains that the priority of the next Treasurer should be to, "maintain a moderate stance on political speaking, he should be open minded and he should be the least political. He should also give increasing repetability on the financial state on the organization and he should also have an intelligent business sense."

"I've only got a month left, so I don't really give a damn what the incoming council does," said Zak. "I would like to see, SUB expansion, and hoisting up of prerequisites. Actually I really haven't done anything," said Zak.

Weiss

Bert Weiss, Activities Coordinator said he thought the priorities should be, "to give the students as much return for their A.M.S. fees in the way of activities as much as possible. Say that, the kind of entertainment he brings in is current and also cheaper, in other words, not blowing the whole A.M.S. subsidy on one expensive concert."

Weiss feels also that he has accomplished what he set out to do, "I have attempted to bring entertainment to the Campus and to provide free entertainment and also to provide a few returns on what I think the A.M.S. has given me in the way of a budget."

"My budget was two thirds of my budget. I have attempted to do this year," said Weiss, "to bring free entertainment during the lunch hour."

Green

Academic Affairs Chairman, Brian Green stipulates that the incoming council should be, "researched and then examined in the governing structure in a much more serious manner than they have and that includes such things as Course Unions, and representation of Senate and to work more actively towards change, something like what happened in 1968 with the Need for Change Brief, except for this time it should be something more thoroughly developed, and secondly to resolve the question of SUB expansion and what they are going to do with it. I think they should also do some long range planning in the area of unemployment, and researching of the actual council."

Green brought up the question on whether the council should be purely social or purely service or whether it should become involved in political activities. "I have reservations about political and academic things on the council, because they tend to happen regardless."

"I feel that I have accomplished very little this year," said Green. "I wanted to get a number of intern university groups involved with both financing and the whole question of the philosophy of education considered in Council, so that people could approach things from a proper perspective, also to increase contacts with other people," he said.

Bus co-op to start

The Environmental Action Group is interested in setting up a Co-op bus service run by students.

Research into legalities still has to be done before presentation to AMS for possible financial backing.

Response to life questions on buses in the survey showed that although 53 per cent of the people say there is a convenient bus route near them only 77 per cent of the people used it. If there was a reduction in fares only 29 per cent of those surveyed felt they would use buses. Perhaps the most significant fact was that 35 per cent of the students felt the present bus schedule was unsuitable.

Anyone interested in helping organize or give suggestions for a co-op bus should contact the Environment 190 office or phone 388-2481.
Looking for a valuable second or third degree?

Send for our free book today

Blackstone has just what the Doctor ordered

Bruce Partridge was just plain old Mr. Bruce Partridge until he enrolled at the Blackstone School of Law. A little bit of home study from our book 'The Law Trained Man' and we gave him a Bachelor of Laws degree (LLB).

Not one to sit on his laurels, he immediately made up his mind to continue his education at our famous school. So, he sent off a cheque and an application form and a short time later he got his Doctor of Jurisprudence degree in the mail.

It was goodbye Mr. and hello Dr. Now, he's the president of the University of Victoria. You too can reap the benefits of a higher degree. The cost is moderate. Write for FREE law training book today.

Blackstone School of Law

Since 1890

How well we know the value of an education

(approximately $200)